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QUICK OVERVIEW

THE PERSISTENT WAY TO SECURE SENSITIVE
FILES WHEREVER THEY GO
FinalCode secures sensitive ﬁles wherever they go,
inside and outside your organization. Available as a
SaaS or on premise virtual appliance offering,
FinalCode makes securing ﬁle collaboration easy,
flexible, and in a way that works with popular
applications, platforms and devices while preserving
user experience and workflow.
The solution allows users and IT organizations to apply
strong encryption and an array of granular usage
controls to ﬁles with the ability to change permissions
and even remotely delete ﬁles after they have been
distributed. The company’s patented CryptoEase™
technology streamlines ﬁle security, encryption and
user on boarding processes without requiring the user
to remember passwords, and by dramatically reducing
key management overhead, makes implementation of
FinalCode rapid, scalable and cost-effective.

“We used to think that even if employees handled ﬁles with care,
it was impossible to keep them 100% safe, due to threats of
hackers and malware, as well as unintentional mishandling. Then
we found FinalCode. This software solves all the issues, because
not only can we encrypt ﬁles, we can also easily specify permissions as to who can access the ﬁle, what they can do with the ﬁle,
and we also have full audit capability. Furthermore, with
FinalCode, we can remotely delete distributed ﬁles whenever we
want. It was exactly ‘the ﬁnal’ choice for ﬁle security.
Hiroshi Wada
IT Manager of Corporate Planning
Pioneer Service Network Corp

“

"Data protection is essential for our company. Since our
business relies on efﬁcient sharing of information, we recognized
the potential risk of exposure of sensitive data and shared ﬁles.
With FinalCode, we now have conﬁdence in our ability to better
manage that risk in a cost-effective way. FinalCode delivered on
our adoption and management expectations – we found it
extremely easy to use, deploy and manage. The level of ﬁle
security it provides allows us to alleviate the real data protection
- prospects.”
concerns of our shareholders, customers and
Sayaka Doi
Director of Professional Services
Pasona N A, Inc.

By separating ﬁle security management from ﬁle storage, distribution and content management, FinalCode makes secure ﬁle
collaboration easy, cost-effective and in a way that works with popular applications, platforms and devices while preserving user
experience. As a result, companies can share ﬁles in conﬁdence and reduce data leakage risks with an accelerated time to value.

www.FinalCode.com
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